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Abstract
Design of greenways is one of the most important planning tools in the promotion of quality of life
of the city residents. Greenways are necessary due to their major role in increase of air quality and
positive changes in the climate of the urban environments for keeping the environmental quality
of the cities and considerably increasing aesthetic values of these environments. Protection of natural ecological systems, provision of extensive recreational opportunities for people in urban regions and rural districts, provision of economic benefits and protection of cultural values and historical heritage are the advantages of designing and creating greenways inside cities. The present
paper which was conducted with descriptive-analytical method tried to explain design dimensions
of ecological greenways in three urban physical, environmental and social-economic systems by
studying suitable experimental concepts and samples in the world. In this regard, this paper studied five main goals of designing greenways: promotion of local and urban accesses with greenways, aesthetic aspects of urban landscapes, improvement of performance and distribution of activities by creating greenways, increase of efficiency and environmental aspects in the city and revival of social values considering economic sustainability and in this regard design strategies and
policies were presented for each one of them based on these goals.
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1. Introduction
Natural environments inside cities have been limited to separated parks and green spaces along the passages or
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have been left from the natural structures of the urban buildings. Lack of connection of these spaces with each
other and nature of the city gradually reduces quality of urban space and finally instability of natural and manmade spaces. Connection of the urban environments to each other and with the surrounding nature of the city
like the historical and valuable monuments leads to protection of natural monuments and structures.
Creation of greenways and environmental ways inside the city started since 19th half-century in America. The
initial goals of creation of these ways are protection of land and natural environments inside cities and promotion of urban life quality. These ways have been also used for urban transportation, recreation and communication with nature [1] [2].
To create continuity between the natural and historical structures in cities, different strategies have been presented during history such as the parkways which have been built to create urban recreational ways in 19th
half-century in Paris and the park systems which have been initiated by Frederick Olmsted and Boston Park
System to create communication between urban parks and places of urban recreational activities since the late
19th century [1] or the greenbelt was created by Ebenezer Howard in 1898 to prevent excessive development
and growth of cities [3]. One of these strategies is use of ecological green axes, which has multiple environmental, historical and cultural and recreational goals in addition to creation of continuity between natural and historical structures and protection of them and leads to stability of natural and historical structures.
On this basis, this paper has been written to answer this question: what are the most important principles and
strategies of urban design for design of greenways inside city? In this regard, hypothesis of this paper is that if
we explain the urban collection with three physical, environmental and social-economic systems, presentation of
goals, strategies and policies of urban design can be defined for design of greenways in these three systems. The
research method in the present paper is descriptive-analytical based on library data. In this regard, goals, strategies and policies of designing urban greenways have been extracted and presented by reviewing theoretical fundamentals and studying successful global experiences. Diagram 1 shows the research process.

2. Concept of Greenways
William White, the distinguished writer of environment, first innovated the term “greenway” and applied it in
his thesis entitled “provision of open space for American city” which was published by Academy of Urban Land
in 1959 [4] [5].
In this regard, different definitions of this word have been created in scientific texts of the world and some of
them are mentioned as follows:
Viles & Rosier believe that riverside buffers in cities which are the main elements of forming the cities are the
best samples of urban greenways and they have discussed them. They have rich environmental and aesthetic
values like rivers and cultural corridors and play effective role in control of urban development as the border of
city. They mention effects of greenways from environmental viewpoints in two fields:
• Renovation and improvement of communication in landscape;
• Protecting ecological [6].
Griffin has evaluated effects of greenways on three social, economic and human aspects. From the social
viewpoint, promotion of the quality of life is one of the main goals and effects of greenways. This increases enjoyment of beauty, recreational opportunities, mental and social interaction between people and nature. From the
economic viewpoint, it can be said that one of the most important economic effects resulting from greenways is
reinforcement and expansion of tourism. With increasing price of the properties adjacent to greenways, not only
the owners and local residents but also government takes advantage of tax. From the human viewpoint, greenways are effective on humans and users by reducing pollutions and increasing cleanness level, expanding nature
to access borders, visual and urban beauties, physical and personal security after attendance and interaction of
different social groups in urban fields [7].
Little defined greenway as linear open spaces along natural or artificial reliefs of the land including useless
railways, roads, rivers and channels [5]. He also describes linear parks, open spaces and protected zones in cities,
suburbs and the surrounding countryside as way and he describes greenway as follows:
1) Walking and bicycle tracks which are combined with landscaping and green space.
2) It acts as linear park in local scale.
3) It has been formed along a natural corridor linearly, for example, river, and valley or along the routes with
recreational use.
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4) An open communication space [5].
Fabos defines the greenways as the corridors which have been connected to each other with different width in
a system similar to highways and railways networks [8].
In addition, European Greenways Association mentions formation of an interconnected network of accesses
by connecting to each other and with other recreational ways such as bicycling, horse-riding, walking, skating
tracks [9].
Ahren defines the greenway: greenway is a network comprising of linear elements which have been planned,
designed and managed for multiple ecological, recreational, cultural, aesthetic goals or other purposes with land
use idea [10]. Specifications and goals of greenways from the viewpoint of Ahern shown in Table 1.
Turner mentions that greenways are defined as linear spaces including planned, designed and managed elements with multiple ecological, recreational, cultural, aesthetic purposes [11]. Turner writes in the book “City as
Landscape” in 1998: It is not compulsory for the greenways to have green space and the special passageways in
which shops have been built can be regarded as greenway if they are environmental pleasant while they are not
green space. This way should be a safe way for movement of the pedestrian from a point to another point [12]. It
can be said that urban corridors have recreational, social and environmental functions [13].
Among them, the defection which has been expanded with idea of greenways network has more chance in the
world. This idea has been connected to each other for making open and green spaces sustainable, adjacent green
spots as linear corridors [14] and create ecological network. Although idea of connection is very important in
greenways [15], different functions such as Bicycling, skating, walking [16] and environmental protection [17]
have been allocated to ecological greenways.
Today, they are also regarded as recreational places in addition to walking, bicycling ways and motorways.
Considering the mentioned definitions, it can be stated that these definitions mention role of greenway in three
urban physical, environmental and socioeconomic systems which are detailed in Table 2.

3. History of Greenways
History of the greenways can be divided into five periods which are given as follows:
First period is emergence of the first generation of the greenways as axes, boulevards and parkways in 1700.
These ways have been derived from axes of ceremonies and formalities of the Rome in the middle Ages which
connected seven yards of the church to each other as pilgrimage ways and performance of these axes, displacement, experience of successive view and connection of the separate yards. Elegant boulevards such as Élysée in
Paris who connected urban spaces to each other were created. Such ways aimed to manifest beauty and express
power. Haussmann created a main axis in Paris for communication of separated yards and creation of control
and displaying grandeur and connected other access ways to this axis. Frederick Law Olmsted inspired by European boulevards created parkways and park systems with approach of beautiful landscape which was an introduction to concept of greenway [18].
Second period: the most important greenway project was conducted by Olmsted.
In USA as Boston Park System in 1876 to 1900 [1]. After Olmsted, his pupils expanded his attitudes by
creating park systems and greenway network with attitude toward movement of beautiful city. In addition to
Olmsted and his pupils, other landscape architect also planned important greenways in this period in America.
Table 1. Specifications and goals of greenways from the viewpoint of Ahern, 1995 [10].
Goals of forming a greenway

Specifications of a greenway

1) Giving priority to nature

1) Environmental corridor

2) Promotion of walking

2) Recreational function or close interaction with nature

3) Promotion of environment

3) With historical and cultural value

4) Providing facilities to people
5) Protecting and strengthening natural and recreational charismas
6) Preventing and reducing soil destruction trend
7) Improving condition of rivers and floodways
8) Developing recreational opportunities
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•
•
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Urban system

Theorist

Physical and
environmental

Viles & Rosier, 2001 [6]

Socioeconomic and
environmental

Griffin, 2005 [7]

•

With rich environmental values
With rich aesthetic values
City development control
Renovation and improvement of communication
in landscape
Protecting environmental integrity (Viles & Rosier, 2001)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recreational opportunities
Creation of active social fields
Creation of necessary accesses
Reinforcement and expansion of tourism
Reduction of pollution
Increase of land price beside greenways
Expansion of nature to access borders
Physical security
Interaction of different social groups in fields (Griffin, 2005)

•
•
•

Open communicating space
Recreational greenways
Environmentally valuable natural corridors (Little, 1995)

Physical, environmental,
socioeconomic

Little, 1995 [5]

•

Creation of continuity between open and green spaces and
natural bed out of the city
Facilitating flows and environmental processes
Cultural corridors such as historical ways (Fabos, 1995)

Physical, environmental,
socioeconomic

Fabos, 1995 [8]

•

Multiple functions and increase of recreational function with
close interaction with nature
(European Greenways Association, 2005)

Physical, environmental,
socioeconomic

European Greenways
Association, 2005 [9]

•
•
•
•

Giving priority to nature
Promotion of walking
Developing recreational opportunities
Improving natural corridors (Ahern, 1995)

Physical, environmental,
socioeconomic

Ahern, 1995 [10]

•
•
•

Promotion of recreational centers
Attention to environmental issues
Attention to aesthetic aspects (Turner, 2006)

Physical, environmental,
socioeconomic

Turner, 2006 [11]

•
•

Other landscape architects also planned important greenways in this period in America.
Third period starts since 1900. Planning and design of urban parks and national parks continued in century 20
and a new concept of open space planning was innovated in this period [19]. At the same time (early century 20),
greenways were planned in Europe. It started in Germany and in Schmidt’s paper on spatial planning which had
been published since 1912. Considering growing trend of globalization of European communities particularly
Germany, he emphasized on creation of green spaces network to separate habitats, recreational regions to improve air cleanness in early years of century 20 [17]. Then, the greenways were formed in England with activity
of the planners who were affected by Olmsted in America and the works conducted in Germany between 1900
and 1947 [11].
Fourth period starts since the second half of century 20 when the second generation of greenways was created
in reaction to industrialization of cities. One of the important projects of this period was conducted by Philip
Lewis in 1960 to 1970. He identified 220 natural and cultural resources in Wisconsin State and converted it into
plan. He found that all of them were connected to each other through different corridors particularly rivers
which was called environmental corridors. In this period, one can name Ian MacHarg due to his very impressive
book entitled “Design with Nature” [1]. In this period, sustainable development movement starts. Shortage of
open spaces and increase of need for urban recreation diverted attentions to greenways in 1980. By starting environmental movement in early 1980, concept of greenway as urban landscape removed challenges in environment and landscape [18]. In this period, greenways planning was considered and used in Asia and particularly
eastern and southeastern countries such as China, Japan and Singapore [20]. The first strategic plan was con-
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ducted for development of Singapore in 1971 and then in Malaysia and the used strategies were as follows: open
spaces and parks should be designed and planned as a part of a network to make use of the limited resources.
Large parks and open spaces should be connected to each other with the green corridors which have at least
width of 20 m [14].
Fifth period started since 1980 up to now in which greenway mission was expanded to protect natural habitats
and vulnerable ecosystems, protect cultural resources and protect against flood of river, control erosion and instruct and interpret nature in addition to fulfillment of recreational needs and long-term economic advantages
became a strong reason for execution of greenway plans in the world. 80s was named greenway movement.
Charles Little published a book in 1990 by reviewing 16 greenway projects. In 1998, European Greenways Association was founded in Belgium and laws of this association aimed to promote, create and improve greenways
and encourage people to use it. In 1991, London green strategy created a hierarchy of green networks which
overlapped with each other in some ways and included walking track, bicycle track and axes of nature [11] and
these movements continued up to now.
Considering the five-period classification of this movement and writing of its change trend, it can be said that
3 generations are specified in evolutionary trend of greenways:
Urban axes and boulevards;
Urban recreational ways or in the natural environments out of city;
Multipurpose greenways which are present in urban environments and natural environments out of cities.
On this basis, the most important movements and activities of this period are explained in Table 3 based on
the presented periods:

4. Advantage and Function of Greenways
One of the most important goals of greenways in city is promotion of urban environment quality in different
scales. In regional scale, these ways prevent segmentation process and lead to stability of biological communities and increase of biodiversity against extinction [21].
In addition, it prevents natural disasters such as flood and erosion and leads to increase of air quality and leads
to more communication of people with nature by connecting open and green spaces to public spaces and centers
in cities and districts and allows recreational activities beside the environmental goals. Urban greenways fulfill
daily needs of people for communication with nature and are of the major sources of beauty in urban environments because they are regarded as places for taking rest, stop and focus by creating natural scenes and comfortable and pleasant environments and also provide informal and social visits as the public spaces on the other
hand. In addition, nearness to nature leads to more familiarity with it and is indirectly effective in education and
promotion of public culture and use of nature and protection of it.
In addition, greenways socially allow interaction between humans on the one hand by creating necessary accesses and social active fields and facilitate interaction between humans and environments by expanding green
spaces in urban privacy. In modern societies which long-term lifestyle with work and without recreation causes
Table 3. Studying historical dimensions and evolutionary trend of concept of ecological greenway.
Classification of urban system
of the activities

Bulldozer urban
development
park building

The most important
conducted activities
Élysée boulevards of Paris
religious ways of Rome
American parkways

Beautiful city

Boston park system

Physical, environmental,

Open space planning

Green space network in Germany
Greenways of England

Environmental

Fourth period
(1950 to 1980 A.D.)

Environmental movement

Wisconsin ecological network
Design with nature
Greenway projects in Singapore and
Malaysia

Physical, environmental,

Fifth period
(1980 up to now)

Greenway
sustainable development

European Greenways Association
London greenm strategy
global activities of greenway

Physical, environmental, social

Period and year

Known movements

First period
(1700 to 1850 A.D.)
Second period
(1850 to 1900 A.D.)
Third period
(1900 to 1950 A.D.)
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depression and inefficiency of the person in all of his/her life aspects and it is possible to travel in short time of
the year, diversity in behavior, place and climate of the living place causes happiness in life of the person. The
presence of urban greenways which pass through the main centers of the city whether during leisure time or
during dealing with routine affairs reduces mental distresses of the people and leads the people to confrontation
and social sound interactions. Advantages of greenways are given in Table 4.

5. Types of Greenways
Fabos classifies greenways in to three classes based on their constituent resources:
1) The greenways which act as natural systems and corridors in ecological index and such greenways lack recreational access and act only as protective corridors.
2) The recreational greenways which are beside water along with the ways for walking beside landscapes and
natural beautiful scenes.
3) Greenways with historical and cultural heritages which are protected as historical and cultural heritages in
addition to recreational accesses [8].
In terms of performance, they can be classified into recreational, environmental, protective, cultural and historical types [22]. Charles Little in book “Greenways of America” (1990) has classified greenways into 5
classes:
1) Urban river greenways: as part of the redevelopment plan for the forgotten or destroyed coastal edges and
river of the cities
2) Recreational greenways: long ways which have been built based on nature are created on tunnels, the deserted ways of the railways and public transportation ways.
3) Valuable environmental natural corridors: they are usually along the rivers and have been seldom bordered
and are used for immigration of wildlife and movement of species, study of nature and walking.
4) Historical beautiful ways: they are usually created along roads, highways or waterways and in the places
which are only for the pedestrian’s access and access of the vehicles has been limited.
5) Comprehensive greenways system and networks have been formed based on shape of land such as valleys
and reliefs [5].
At the end, Viles & Rosier classify all types of greenways based on the researches as follows: recreational
greenways, landscape greenways, ecological greenways, historical and cultural greenways, ecological greenways, river greenways, urban border greenways and greenways networks [6].
Considering the mentioned classifications of greenways, the writer believes that combined greenways have
the highest function in urban field. In these greenways, some performances with equal importance are found. For
example, the greenway which has all historical, recreational, social and environmental aspects has the highest
performance among the greenways.
Table 4. Advantages of ecological greenways based on different attitudes, source: the writers, based on (Viles & Rosier,
2001) [6].
Attitudes

Advantages

Urban system
intervention

Landscape ecology

Potential of greenways to reduce negative effects caused by discontinuity
due to continuity and integration in landscape.
Creation of synergy in the landscape by connecting cultural and ecological
resources to a network or system.
Potential of greenways to create legibility and transparency in structure of
landscape and reinforcement of sense of place.

Physical, environmental

Agricultural

Preventing soil erosion and formation of runoffs, reinforcement of
food cycle, reduction of wind speed, creation of shade and shelter
for animals, creation of moisture in air and soil etc.

Environmental

Social

Having educational aspects relating to nature, creation of
transportation tracks in which energy is not consumed.

Socioeconomic

Economic

Increasing value added, expanding truism and creating
job and commercial opportunities.

Socioeconomic

Managerial

As greenbelt: limitation of development, reduction of
pollution and promotion of landscape beauty.

Physical, environmental
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6. Studying Global Experiences in the Field of Greenways
6.1. Champs-Elysées Axis Related to Paris Saint River

In Ile de la Cité, Paris was founded in 360 A.D. As shown in Figure 1, the primary fence of Paris City was natural fence of the river. Then, the next fences were created. Axis developments were founded since century 16 by
establishing rural gardens out of the city and the primary core of linear growth of known Champs-Elysées axis
started by constructing complex of palace and Tuileries Garden (Figure 2) since that time [23].
By creating important elements along the Champs-Elysées axis during Louis XV, this axis was considered as
the most important element of spatial design of 1860 A.D. by establishing Paris. Actions of Haussmann for reconstruction of Paris during Napoleon I between 1850 led to huge and direct boulevards which connected the
important squares and buildings to each other.
Change in nature of Tuileries Garden design from static to dynamic state was made with an axis which starts
with the garden and continued along Tuileries street or Champs-Elysées street to Place de la Concorde. In evolutionary trend of the Champs-Elysées historical axis toward west of Seine River, as shown in Figure 3, a new
center called La Défense was created for Paris City.

Figure 1. Primary structure of Paris City [24].

Figure 2. Location of Louvre Palace and Tuileries Garden relative to the
old fence of Paris City in century 16, Garden [24].

Figure 3. Location of distinguished elements along Champs-Elysées axis
beside Seine River [24].
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In addition to Seine River as natural element and column of the city, Champs-Elysées axis is located in skeleton of the city as an artificial axis which shows historical trend of the city expansion with distinguished elements
such as Bastille Castle, Tuileries Palace, Louvre museum, royal palace collection, Eglise de la Madeleine, Paris
Opera, Eiffel Tower, Cathédrale Notre Dame de Paris, Triumphal arch, United States Capitol, Boadu Bologna
and finally La Défense collection in center of the present Paris City (Figure 4). Durability of Paris and its beauty are based on the motor axis and this is the main motion of city which passes through Seine River and forms
the next developments of Paris.
Champs-Elysées axis has considered passage of time and history of the city with order of the buildings belonging to different historical periods and visual continuity and different historical sections of the city are revived and included in its symbolic network with suitable combination of the urban signs. The presence of river
caused formation of important axes and buildings in parallel or diagonally or vertically to it [24].

6.2. Taj Historical Corridor, Conjunction of History and Culture beside Yamuna River
Private place of tombs garden and palaces of the kings and nobles is located on both sides of the river beside
Yamuna Riverin centuries 16 and 17. The landscapes and movement routes among the gardens had been designed carefully for creation of continual and tangible experience of the river. In 1994, USA Park International
Center proposed Taj international park project for eastern coast of Yamuna River which started from Taj Mahal
and encompassed residues of Mahtab Garden and some villages in eastern coats. As you can see in Figure 5 and
Figure 6, since 2003, Central state started executing their project for historical Taj Mahal Corridor as lands recovery project in the riverside between Taj Mahal and AgraFort for commercial and recreational complex purposes. Despite many disagreements, this project successfully gave the residents and tourists access to the riverside and created a greenbelt around Taj [25].
The traditional Charbagh with its square design was made toward the river instead of being parallel to the river. To enjoy the breeze and new landscape of river, these gardens were terraced toward the river. To have access
to water, deep wells were drilled and the Qanat was directed to basins and channels on the ground with conventional methods. Another important factor which created unique landscapes beside the river was monuments and
tombs which had been built with marble and sandstone along the riverside strip. In terms of visual communication, the most successful example was the view axis which connected Taj Mahal and Mahtab Garden. These two
gardens had formed a large Charbagh collection on two sides of the river at the center of which there was Taj
Mahal and among which river passed [26].
Entrance of the garden was a gate which was located at the beginning of the axis ending to the monument or
palace in the middle or at the end of the garden (Figure 7). Terraces located at riverside made vertical move-

Figure 4. Location of distinguished elements along Champs-Elysées axis
beside Seine River [24].
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Figure 5. Detailed plan of Charbagh axis vertical to the river with interrelated
networks of open spaces and parks [25].

Figure 6. Detailed plan of Charbagh axis vertical to the river with interrelated
networks of open spaces and parks [25].
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ment of the garden from edge of the river possible. The terraced monuments with the protruded balconies not
only increased view scope to the river but also created view to evident signs such as Taj Mahal. The riverside
gardens were designed under aesthetic concepts of Iranian courts and the river was regarded as a sacred landscape as well as the public asset [27].
While protection of historical sites is of special importance, the visual experience of the visitors of the entire
historical rich bed is regarded as priority of the projects by creating view corridors and having access to these
places. The resorts which connect components of the historical site to each other and makes the riverside landscape enter urban domain are of the main components of this project. In Taj project, the walking route will be
the main axis for walking inside the site which guarantees legal and executive protection and also public access.
This zone not only includes historical site in riverside but also includes green spaces between and around them.
The walking route along the river allowed the visitors to have tangible experience of the historical site in the
river by connecting to the access systems of the city. This corridor shows framework of landscape in centuries
16 and 17 A.D. which creates dynamic view in different sequences of the tombs and monuments of the palaces.
This movement route connects open space system in the complex including walking routes, squares, gardens and
parks. The initial project includes creation of walking routes toward Taj among the mango trees and greenways
and perfect development includes the Charbagh route scenario which is located in west of Mahtab Garden and a
secondary garden in east of Mahtab Garden (Figure 8). The visitors move along the river through a shaded
resort and experience the historical site and ecological axis [25].

Figure 7. Taj Mahal [25].

Figure 8. Design of greenway along Yamuna River [25].
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6.3. Extraction of Design Strategies from Successful Global Samples
According to the explanations provided about the samples, design strategies obtained from these samples are
shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Extraction of design strategies of the successful global samples.
Experimental
sample

Specifications of the sample
•
•

•
Taj Mahal
Corridor, India •

The presence of historical and distinguished
artificial elements in the site
The presence of permanent river
Movement among gardens and corner of river
Design of Charbagh axis vertically to the river
or interrelated networks of open spaces and
parks

•

Visual communication between two
elements on two sides of the river

•

Visual continuity

•

The presence of historical and distinguished
artificial elements in the site

Champs-Elysées
•
axis, Paris
•
•

Urban system
intervention

Design strategies

The presence of permanent river
Showing order of the buildings belonging to
different historical periods on the way

•

Creation of view and access corridors

•

Creation of visual

•

communication of the
elements around the river

•

Use of class design for access to the
best ventilation and airflow

•

Design of motion route with open
space system in the complex which
includes walking routes, squares,
gardens and parks.

•

Attention to collective memories and
signs of the studied zones

•

Use of site potentials to create visual
and functional continuity

•

Design based on principles of space
dynamicity and liveliness of space

Physical,
environmental,
social, economic

Physical,
environmental,
social, economic

Suitable combination of urban signs

7. Extraction of Design Goals
As mentioned in the previous stages, all design goals and strategies of the greenways can be explained in three
physical, environmental and social systems.
On this basis and considering the mentioned materials, it can be mentioned that the main goals include promotion of local and urban accesses with greenways, increase of aesthetic aspects of urban landscape and improvement of performance and distribution of activities by creating greenways which are located under the
physical system. Increase of efficiency and environmental aspects in the city which are defined in environmental
system and revival of the social values considering economic sustainability which is defined in socioeconomic
system and based on these goals, design strategies and policies based on urban systems are given in Table 6.
Table 6. Urban design policies and strategies for greenways design.
Systems

Goals

Strategies

•

Physical
system

Promotion of •
local and
urban
accesses with
greenways
•

Connecting
important centers
to promotion of
walking
Increased
permeability to
greenways due to
the legibility and
integrity
Expanding the
nature to
boundaries
of access

Policies
•

Hybrid design for connecting between existing
residential and commercial spaces and
compliance with the greenways designed

•

Definition of restricted access to private
vehicles

•

Define greenway for busesto displacement of
people

•

Given the requirement for access to all parts of
greenway for
vehicles such as fire, ambulance and police car

•

Creating appropriate joints in design for
connecting between the various spaces and
define way in enters of greenways.

•

Prevent the advance of urban elements in the
range of green spots by the greenways
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Continued
•
Increase of aesthetic
aspects of urban •
landscape

•

Performance and
distribution of
activities by creating •
greenways

•

Environmental
system

Increase of
efficiency and
environmental •
aspects in the city

•

Maintain and restore
of identity and sense •
of place
Multi-functional,
and enhance the
recreational function •
with the interaction
between nature

Organize design elements and land
uses along the major axis
of the greenway
Putting homogeneous and
harmonic spaces side by side

Maintain
environmental
integrity and
ecological
sustainability

•

Considering to local wildlife habitats
and use of local and
native plants in design

•

Taking maximum advantage in
design from the existing way like
watercourse

Rehabilitation of
existing
•
environmental axis

•

Maintain and
enhance natural and
recreational beauty •

•

Establishment of a systematic
cultivation of plants based on
local patterns

•

Reduce pollution

•

Using the same approach in
landscape design to create
unity in the whole series

Unity and
distinctiveness of
theessential
elements of the
Greenway

•

•
Revival of the social
Socioeconomic values considering
economic
system
sustainability

Enhance the value
of art by nature.

Physical and
personal security
follower of presence •
and interaction of
various social
•
groups in areas
Promote a sense of
connection in time •
and space
Create activities that
create economic
sustainability

Prevent the destruction of
valuable trees and control of
pollution in the region

Put the cultural and historical center
as points of origin and
destination for greenway
Stay away from cars and public sport
activities
Create opportunities for dialogue
between people and social
relationships
Provide a sustainable economy in
greenways by create land uses in
interaction with each other

8. Conclusion
Results of this research show that in case greenway or greenways can be designed considering urban equipment
and ground for a city, these ways can be effective in ecological quality of the city and also visual quality and
aesthetic aspects of the environment and as a result, they can increase or decrease feeling of environments attachment and landscape care among the citizens. These ways also can promote quality of life of the citizens
from economic, educational, cultural, recreational, environmental, health and security viewpoints. As a result, as
mentioned in the design policies, expansion of using the greenways particularly as the greenway networks in cities could be effective in increase of citizens’ satisfaction and many other cases which were mentioned before.
This case can have a positive effect on feeling of environments attachment among the citizens and their responsibility feeling for protection and care of natural and ecological capitals. Results of this research show that it will
be necessary to institutionalization use of greenways as a useful and applied tool for expansion of greenway in
cities and environmentally sustainable development. For this purpose, the components related designs can be
also prepared by showing the status quo of each city relating to these ways, determining landscape, goals and
ideals while presenting strategic plan of greenways for that region. Functions of the greenways include broad
scope of benefits and contributions in social, economic, cultural, agricultural, urban management, biodiversity
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and leisure time fields. In this regard, characteristic of the native and ecofriendly plants and their use will play a
determining role in creation and promotion of native and environmental identity of each city.
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